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The paper starts by introducing the conception of the national security of the country as a
possibility to stand against a dangers and a threats for state and society interests of Russia. The
stability of interregional links of the territorial large state as a system of tradeeconomic relation
ships between economical agents, situated in different regions of state, is the important factor of
the security of the states of Russia Federation. The author considers the models and methods of
the analysis the stability of the interregional economic relationship of the country.

Before considering the relation between the
stability of interregional economical links of the
country and the security of the regions it is neces
sary to analyze the fundamental principles of na
tional security concept. It is widely known that the
term “national security” was first used by Presi
dent T. Roosevelt in a message to Congress of the
USA in 1904 to determine the notorious “national
interests” of the United regions in all parts of the
Earth. The essence of the key idea of national secu
rity consists in providing personality, society and
state security from both external and internal threats
in all spheres of vital functions. The measures of
the proper influence must include both liquidation
of sources of threats and dangers and providing
the defense of interests of the citizens, the state
on the whole and its regions.
The territorial and spatialgeographical factor
of national security of Russia has always been the
major issue for the state and has always depended
on aims, tasks and methods of regional socioeco
nomic and militarystrategic policy. In accordance
with the law of Russian Federation “About securi
ty” (1992) national security is the safety of the
multinational people as a transmitter of sovereignty
and a unique source of power in a country. There
fore it is the integral governmental and public sys
tem of security of the country defending national
security from dangers and all threats that is the
security organizing subject. The objects of securi
ty include various really existent phenomena, pro
cesses and relations whose defense is necessary
for the wellbeing of the country. It includes the
society with its material, financial and spiritual val
ues, the state with its constitutional basis, sover
eignty and territorial integrity, and also personality
of man with his rights and freedoms etc.

In the conditions of peacetime different ex
traordinary situations and difficulties of socioeco
nomic development of Russia have especially vivid
territorial attachment. The regional aspect of na
tional security first and foremost depends on the
internal and external threats of the national econo
my development in every state of Russian Federa
tion. Hasty and inefficient changes of the stability
of the regional economy result in violation of nor
mal functioning of subjects’ governance. Therefore
in the public policy on providing national security
of Russia the role and the place of every region of
the country must be taken into account in order to
achieve national interests. At the same time, terri
torialgeographical features specify the total of
threats and dangers which influence not only the
security of separate regions of Russian Federation,
but Russian Federation as a whole. These aspects
determine the character and maintenance of the
activities of Russian Federation Security Council
on organization of purposeful efforts of the federal
center and the regional organs of power, all the
other political institutions of society for providing
national strategic interests of country.
It is obvious that by materialtechnical basis
of national security of the country and practically
all its components there are geopolitical, military,
food, power, scientific and technical, demograph
ic, ecological and other types of dangers, there is
economic security. In accordance with the Decree
of the President of Russian Federation the “Sub
stantive provisions of state strategy on economic
security of Russian Federation “ (1996), econom
ic security is the possibility and the readiness of
the country’s economy to provide the proper con
ditions of life and development of personality,
socioeconomic and militarypolitical stability of
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the society, to resist the influence of internal and
external threats. The system of economic security
of Russian Federation must provide steady devel
opment of national economy of every region of
the country and a proper defense of the economic
interests of every citizen of Russian Federation.
Various research of regional security, car
ried out in the Institute of Economics of the Ural
branch of Russian Academy of Science, with the
system of clusteranalysis stipulated the division
of all the regions of Russian Federation into four
classes by marks of socioeconomic character,
for each of which there is a special purpose pro
gram of providing regional security. In this con
nection economic security of a region of the coun
try is the sum of its current status, condition
and factors, characterizing stability, stability and
forwardness of the territorial economic develop
ment, certain independence and integration with
the economy of the Federation1.
Socioeconomic changes in the regions of
Russia, related to the excess of possible pa
rameters of security, characterizes violation of
the normal or stable state of the economy of
the regions of Russian Federation and results in
crisis situations in a region. Experimental cal
culations, conducted by the Council of study of
productive forces at the Department of Eco
nomics of Russian Federation, allowed to clas
sify the regions of Russian Federation and on
the basis of the margin values of security to
expose among them crisis and precrisis ones2.
Thus the list of the basic productions and in
terregional infrastructure supply which is of prima
ry importance to national economy value in relation
to economic security of the subjects of RF gives
the proof that the Government of Russia must have
a clear program of indemnification of threats and
dangers of violation interregional economic con
nections. For the exposure of the tendencies and
the dynamics of changes in the system of indices
of economic security level in Russian Federation,
and also for a timely forecast of procrisis and
prevention of crisis situations in the subjects of
Russian Federation it is necessaru to introduce per
manent monitoring and analysis of parameters of
stability of interregional economic connections on
the level of Federal districts as well.
Economic, natural, technogenic and other cat
aclysms in one part of the country in any case are
reflected in its other regions which react ade
quately, provide essential support for the suffer
ing territories by supplying various streams of
cargo, financial and labour resources. Therefore
stability and reliability of interregional connections

of the country has a primary value for providing
economic security of the regions of Russian Fed
eration and all Russia. Thus while there is stability
in interregional economic connections of the coun
try it is necessary to realize the degree of possi
bility and the degree of reliability to exchange
labour, financial and informative resources between
different regions of country in case of change of
parameters of socioeconomic situation or viola
tion of normal functioning of infrastructural ele
ments of the national of transportcommunication
system. Such parameters can be economic, phys
ics and engineering descriptions of the interre
gional material and information streams, geograph
ical location of supplies, terminalwarehouse com
plexes, and also carrying and transport capacities
of the transportation system.
In the present conditions of interregional trade
in Russia transport expenses on transportation of
raw material, materials, stuff wares, fuel and pop
ulation are dominant taking into account the size
and territory of the country. In extraordinary situ
ations the role of ground and air transportation
system increases and gives rise to the problem of
providing of reliability of strategic transportations
and troublefree supply of population of the re
gion with products, and manufacturers  with ma
terials, fuel and energy resources. Thus it is nec
essary to stock special inventories and financial
expenses for technical maintenance of a proper
infrastructure and increase carrying and transport
capacities of transport communications.
Major descriptions of integration and security
of common economic space of Russia, in our view,
are the mentioned indices of stability of interre
gional connections between the regions of Russian
Federation. However it should be noted that the
special research of stability of interregional eco
nomic connections of the country as one of the
important elements of economic security of the
regions of Russian Federation is not enough. In our
opinion, using only static indicators and of security
margins of the regions of Russian Federation is
not enough for a really valuable scientific work and
examination of the projects, the programs and the
analytical documents on security. For more detailed
analysis of the state and tendencies of national
security of country and its some regions applying
the stream (dynamic) economicmathematic mod
els and indexes of security are also necessary.
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